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Global Berry
Congress moves to
December
Leading event for the international soft
fruit business delayed in best interest of everyone involved, says
Fruitnet
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of the new marketing campaign that starts
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on 23 June. Hosted by Mike Knowles,
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Fruitnet's editorial director for Europe, the
"We are confident that in six months
Global Berry Congress can provide a

session will be an opportunity to discuss
the current state of the berry business.
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moment for berry businesses both to share
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best practice on some of the lessons learned

attends Global Berry Congress," organiser
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Purchased tickets for GBC2020 remain

Fruitnet Media International said in a

crucially, to prepare for the sales and

valid for the new event dates. More

statement. "We believe a postponement is

marketing campaigns from January 2021,"

information is available via the Global

in the best interest of every delegate,
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Berry Congress website.

More details will be available soon.

speaker, exhibitor, and sponsor, and of
course all our staff and suppliers."

"The gradual release from lockdown now
underway in the Netherlands and the rest

According to Fruitnet managing director

of Europe as well as significant travel

Chris White, the move is intended to give

restrictions that are in place all over the

the international berry business as long

world make it impossible to hold to our
current dates for Global Berry Congress at
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http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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